Oyster Update
Y6 - Our Old Topic
The last topic that we did in class was WW1.
We went on a trip to Swansea Museum to learn even
more about WW1. Part of the time we were in a room
where we had a sheet of paper with lots of questions and
we had to go round the room answering the questions.
After that we went into a room where there were lots of
pictures and facts about world war 1.
The second part of the school trip was going to watch a
play in a Dylan Thomas theatre called
“The White Feather” which was amazing!
Our New topic is about Earth and Space!

By Ffion Y6

Find out about Y6’s
fantastic new topic:

Earth and Space
Written by Francesca & Megan

Y6 have started learning about earth and
space
Mrs Webster showed the class an amazing
video, where a man jumped out of a rocket and
parachuted down to earth.
Then the class did a challenging quiz about

Earth and Space using true or false questions.

We couldn’t wait to see where this topic would
lead us!
The next subject is trips.
A few weeks ago Y6 were supposed to go on a trip, but
the bus company said that we had never called, and that
the next time they could get a bus to us was in half an
hour, so we would have missed our slot at the science
display, so we phoned the University to tell them what
had happened and they said that they had another
display half way through lunch instead. Mrs Webster was
very relaxed about it, I mean most teachers would have
been freaking out and because she was very relaxed not
many of us were freaking out except the people who are
always freaking out.
So because we were going in the afternoon
instead, Mrs Webster decided to do the work that we
were supposedly, going to do in the afternoon in the
morning.
**********************************************
Once we had done the work, we had to go to lunch early
because of course we had to go to the University so Y6,

Y5 and Y4 all went out to lunch early. Half an hour later
the bus arrived and we all went to the University.
When we arrived we went into the lecture
Theatre there was a science man and he did lots of
science experiments one of them included coloured
Fire. He added different types of science liquid to make
the fire different colours. The best experiment the
science man did was that he put a banana in a big metal
Bucket full of liquid nitrogen. Then about 5 minutes later
he took the banana out and smashed it with a hammer
into lots of little bits. Next he passed the bits of banana
around the lecture theatre for us all to feel, the banana
was freezing cold and really hard.
All in all we had a great day.
Written by Erin
Leavers Jumpers!!
It was a normal school day and Y6 were putting their books
away. Mrs Webster said she had a surprise for us, we were
going to get our leavers jumpers soon, Y6 let out a big

cheer and then Mrs Webster said we had to have our
initials instead of our whole name, we had to say if we
wanted our middle names as well as our first and last
name. Then we had to say how we wanted our names in
the big nineteen on the back. Then Mrs Webster said the
jumpers would arrive in a few weeks. We found out that
two of the pupils jumpers came out wrong ,they then
made the 2 jumpers again and the jumpers should come
in a few days. Y6 were keeping their fingers crossed and
hoping they would come soon!
Written by Anna Davies,Y6

